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of the opium poppy. Sometimes poppies and snakesissue
from either shoulder together or in various combinations,
both held in the hand and worn on the shoulders. Mostclearly
recognizable is a combination of a jackal's head beneathshy-

. Is this to indicate passage through the lower world
(Wepwawet = Anubis) and the heavenly spacesrespectively?
In every case we are dealing with healing, rejuvenation,
and resurrection. These ideas have often been traced to the
snake's capacity to come out with a shining new skinevery
year. One of the best-known figures from the gnostic1
teries is Phanes encircled by a serpent. It is based on the
bearded, horned, crowned god "helplessly wound up in the
coils of two serpents," their heads protruding over
ders,0 Though these themes proliferate in antiquity, theyare,
as we see, of primordial age.

s shoul-

Such themes occur in Egypt, where "the falcon iscalled
Horusof the underworld'...[that]... comesforthfrom
the belly of a snake and then enters into it again, thus he is
regularly regenerated in the snake as sun-god,"sl evenasRe
and Osiris unite in the renewal of the life cycle bypassing
through the body of the mother-goddess. We see "thesun-
god portrayed in human form with a ram's head... (who]
stands with the w3s-scepter in his hand under themehn-
snake" (see pp. 298-99, fig. 32),33

If YouCould Hie to Kolob
Kolob is theone name in the explanations notdesignated

as Egyptian, and indeed it is basically Semitic, turning up
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with two principal meanings in theWestSemiticlanguages.
The late professor Louis C. Zucker suggested that Smith's
"Kolob .

possibly unaware of one of the most fruitful roots in Ara-
bic where the guttural first consonant gives the vowel an
o-sound. Let us look at Lane's dictionary,35

may be a variant of Kokob (star),"4 he being

qlb
verb: to alter, change, invert, turn upside down, turn over

and over, go flip-flop.
noun: "Heart," hence intellect or intelligence.
adjective: genuine or pure in respect of origin or lineage,

"holding a middle place among his people."
"A certain bright star (Alpha Scorpio = Antares) in
the 18th mansion of the Moon"
"There are also 3 similar appellations of other stars,
esp. Regulus, called galbal-asad, the heart of the Lion"

The explanation "called Kolob because it is near to me" sug-
gests Semitic qrb, meaning "to be near"; Kolob may accord-
ingly be related to the rich Indo-European root klb, as in kle-
ben, kolophon, cleave (unto), clyppian (OE, hug close), clap,
clasp, clip (together), couple, clabber, etc.

Though the words qalb (heart) and kalb (dog) are differ-
ent, the ancients could not keep them apart, as was inevi-
table to people always seeking puns and parallels. One
ancient saying quoted in Lane shows a more than facetious
connection between the two: "izza tala' al-Qalb ja'a' šita ka'l-
Kalb-when the Heart-Star rises winter comes in like the
Dog-star." What is significant here is that these two actu-
ally are the brightest stars in the heavens, Sirius and Cano-
pus, and are freely interchangeable. The Arabic kalb denotes
whatwe call the constellation of Canis Major (the BigDog),
and its principal star is Sirius," which we call the Dog-star.

34. Louis C. Zucker, "Joseph Smith as a Student of Hebrew," Dialogue
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Nearby is Procyon, the Little Dog-star. To complicatethings,
Sirius, the brightest star, has a rival for the title of Kalb inthe
red-giant star Antares.

The experts of old inevitably came to disagree as to
which might be the Dog-star. Sirius, the brightest star in th
sky, naturally qualifies for a number of roles in theEgyptian
manner. Giorgio de Santillana and Hertha von Dechend
comment on "the amazing significance of Sirius as leader
of the planets... ruling over the threeworlds.'"*%Butthat
third candidate for leadership, the second brightest starof
all, was Canopus, which for the Egyptians was the heart
star par excellence, but which the Arabs also called Kalbthe
Dog! Thus we see how heart and dog get switched, both
being used to designate the most important star in theheay-
ens. The Egyptians designated Canopus by drawing apic-
ture of a human heart suspernded as the bob on a plumb
line, the cosmic plumb line from which all the universewas
measured (fig. 26). As de Santillana and von Dechend pu
it, "the determinative sign for "heart' often figures as the
plumb bob at the end of a plumb line coming from thewell-
known astronomical device, the merkhet. Evidently heart' is
something very specific, as it were the 'center ofgravity:!"
Here he refers us to the Wörterbuch, where the basic idea of
heart is given not surprisingly as "the middle, the center."3

So which is it to be, Sirius or Canopus? For the south-
ern regions Canopus gets the nod. The Arabs also had
another name for Canopus; besides calling it galbat-taiman,
"heart of the south," it was also called suhailal-wezen,"the
little adjuster of the scales," or, as de Santillana and von
Dechend put it, Canopus Ponderosus, suggesting to him
that Canopus was the weight at the end of the plumb

36. Giorgio de Santillana and Hertha von Dechend, Hamlet's Mill: An
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37. Ibid, 73;, see Hugh Nibley, "Rediscovery of the Apocrypha," in
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38. Ibid., n. 13, referring to Wb 2:55-56.


